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 Near-duplicate image detection is an important issue in multimedia information 
processing field. The difficulty of this technology is how to describe image quickly 
and accurately. Due to the sustained attention of the academic community, relative 
technologies have achieved prefect preference in small dataset. However, as the 
Internet developing rapidly, large scale based near-duplicate image detection became 
a serious problem. How to search in vase amounts of data still leave us great 
challenges. This article use SIFT based local descriptors, and propose an efficient 
search algorithm for large scale near-duplicate image detection. The main content of 
this dissertation is as follows: 
1. Systematic analysis of the characteristics of the SIFT features, and propose a 
filtering algorithm based on maximum entropy theory, which can greatly reduces 
the storage space, and improve the retrieval efficiency. 
2. Reduce the search space and improve the retrieval speed by using Cartesian 
product quantization base algorithm. The algorithm performs better than others 
traditional search algorithms. 
3. Improve system recall rate by using graph cut model based query expansion 
technique, while maintaining the same accuracy of the retrieval system. 
4. Built experimental retrieval system. Show the good performance of the algorithm 
on large scale near-duplicate image detection. 
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第一章  绪论 









































QBIC（Query by Image Content）,Virage 公司开发的 Virage 系统以及 MIT 多媒体
实验室开发的 Photobook 系统。实验原型系统中比较具有代表性的有清华大学计
算机系结合 863 高技术研究发展项目研制的“Web 如上基于内容的图像检索”系
统, Excalibur 公司开发的 Retrieval Waretl3 系统,哥伦比亚大学开发的 WebSEEK
系统,UCSB 大学开发的 Netra 系统原型以及美国伊利诺斯大学 Urbana-Champian
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